Home cooked food made by neighbours for older neighbours

So far we’ve

Shared over 1100 meals
Rolled out in 6 local authority areas
Signed up 4500 Cooks nationwide
Created many long term friendships over the dinner table

Find out more
Project lead: Ingrid Karikari
T: 020 3475 3444
E: ingrid@wearefuturegov.com
W: www.casseroleclub.com
@casserole_club
/CasseroleClub

1. Sign up
Volunteer cooks sign up on www.casseroleclub.com, where they do a criminal records check and food hygiene quiz. Older neighbours (Diners) are usually referred, but can also sign up over the phone.

2. Introduction
After signing up the Cook is given access to view Diners near them on the Casserole Club website. They can then choose one and phone them up to arrange a date, time and type of meal to be shared.

3. Meal share
On the chosen date the Cook cooks an extra portion of dinner, then delivers it to their Diner’s house and will usually have a short chat with their Diner. If they both like the experience they can go on to share again.
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‘I rather like Casserole Club, it’s nice for someone to come visit me’